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I, Marie Bernadette Mullins of Christchurch, physiotherapist, say: 

 

 

Summary: 

 

 The Mebo Family Trust purchased its property in reliance upon its 

development rights for student accommodation. 

 It supported the proposed zoning of the property by the Christchurch City 

Council (sub 604). 

 It believes that all other relevant landowners supported the zoning based on 

the submissions received (none it can find in opposition). 

 CIAL appears to be seeking that its rights be curtailed (sub 863). 

 Its case will be presented by legal submissions and cross-examination of CIAL 

planning witnesses but gives this brief background evidence from a trustee 

who resides in the property 

1. My full name is stated above. I am a trustee of the Mebo Family Trust (the 

Trust). The other trustee is Mary Taylor, who resides in Auckland. I have been 

authorised by my fellow trustee to give this evidence on behalf of the Trust. 

2. The Trust owns the property at 44 Creyke Road, Ilam, Christchurch. I live in the 

property. I am a beneficiary of the Trust. The property was purchased for me so 

that I might live in the large house on the property with my children, with the 

situation and ownership being able to be reviewed when the children left home. 

3. The property is set in substantial grounds and it was purchased on the specific 

understanding that the zoning was then Living 2, so it would enable the 

development of the site for higher density living at a time when it did not serve 

the interests of the beneficiaries of the Trust. Specifically, because the property 

is situated directly across from the University, it was thought that the most 

appropriate use of the property in the longer term was for student 

accommodation. 
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4. Since the purchase my children have left home and I occupy the site with my 

husband. Development of the site might have taken place earlier except for the 

Christchurch earthquakes. The house on the property suffered significantly. For 

a large part of the time since the earthquakes it was deemed a write-off by the 

Insurer. More latterly, the Insurer came up with a plan by which the property 

might be repaired, but those costs were so significant, a settlement has been 

reached with the Insurer whereby the Trust has accepted a lesser sum of money 

than the full cost of repairs so that it might make an election as to whether or not 

to develop the site rather than repair the house. 

5. The time for redevelopment has arrived, but is again hindered because of a 

submission from CIAL (863) which appears to go against what has been 

explained to me as the relevant Objectives and Policies of the Proposed Plan, 

and which, if accepted, would prevent the Trust from exercising its full rights of 

development of the site because of noise from aircraft overflying the site. 

6. It is possible for the Trust to become the developer of the land, but a more 

likely outcome is that it sells the existing site to another entity which would 

carry out the development. That sale cannot take place until there is some 

certainty about the development potential of the site.  

7. When the Trust purchased the property, it paid a high price on account of the 

value of the underlying land. Since the earthquake the land value has 

increased. The Trust paid its purchase price in anticipation of being able to 

take advantage of the development rights, and put in a submission (numbered 

604) to support the proposed provisions of the Plan particularly identified in 

Chapter 14, 14.2 and map number 31 of the Proposed Plan. It also said that it 

only wished to be heard if the zoning was opposed by others, and on being 

advised that the submission of CIAL might have an effect upon the 

development rights, it placed a cross submission against the CIAL submission. 

8. It is unclear to the Trust whether noise issues are to be dealt with as part of the 

residential hearings process, or at a later date. It understands that all airport 

related noise issues might be heard separately, and at a later time period which 
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is not part of the residential zoning issues. But in case that is wrong, I wish to 

offer my view as a residential owner as to what is being sought by CIAL. 

9. As I live in the property, I have no trouble in accepting the proposition that it 

is affected by noise from aircraft positioning to land on what I have been told 

is the runway used in north westerly wind conditions. And I have also been 

told, but do not know this directly, that the noise component generated by 

aircraft may increase over time. That noise is of no concern to me, although I 

have been told by my husband that evidence has been given in Environment 

Court cases to say that some people might be annoyed by aircraft noise at the 

measurement level received at the property. I fail to see how that could affect 

airport operations and the use of the north-west runway. 

10. But that receiving environment, although residential in nature, is a diverse 

residential community containing existing student accommodation. Three 

houses abut one of the side boundaries of the Trust property, and all have been 

student flats for many years. The noise environment from student 

accommodation is much more annoying than any noise from aircraft. And I 

have not left the property because of student noise. Personally I think it is 

ridiculous to suggest that students would be likely to object to aircraft noise. 

11. But it came as a shock to me to find that the Airport might object to my rights 

to redevelop the site when it must be in the interests of the University that 

surrounding land set aside for student accommodation might be used for that 

very purpose. And it appears to miss the fact that that Trust purchased the site 

in reliance upon its rights of development. So it appears that CIAL puts its 

own interests above those of landowners who wish to develop their properties. 

12. The Trust has caused its counsel to try and negotiate with CIAL prior to the 

need to finalise evidence. It is hopeful that the matter might be resolved, but in 

the interim it is filing my evidence to explain in summary form its position. 

 

 

Marie Bernadette Mullins 

20 March 2015 


